
Viking

Training

10 STAGES + CHRONO - 156 MINIMUM ROUNDS
IDPA RULEBOOK VERSION 2023.2

 MATCH DIRECTOR: BURESTI LUCA

INFORMATION & BOOKING 
AT PRACTICESCORE.COM FROM 10/01/2024

LUCA +393661018146 / GIANNI +393498620761
/ CESARE +39348 2253265

VIKING TRAINING - ZEVIO, VERONA (ITALY)

GARA TIER 2

17- 19 MAGGIO 2024

VIKINGS:VIKINGS:  
BERSERKER EXPERIENCEBERSERKER EXPERIENCE



GARA IDPA TIER 2
Stage: 10 Stage + Chrono (9 squads / round)
Minimum rounds: 146 + 10 pick up gun (paid by the organization)
IDPA Rulebook Ver. 2023.2
MATCH DIRECTOR: Buresti Luca IT276128
RANGE MASTER Agostini Alex
OSPITALITY CHIEF Biondani Renato
PROBLEM SOLVER Polacco Cesare
STAT OFFICER Funcis Giovanni

CONTACTS:
Luca: +393661018146 - Gianni: +39349862076
Cesare: +393482253265
email: lucaburesti@gmail.com giovanni.funcis@gmail.com
How to Reach Us: https://www.tavzevio.it/home/
45°22'04.8"N 11°10'07.3"E
AFFILIATED HOTELS:
Albergo Tolin; Tenuta Albertini; Sulla Ciclabile Apartment

Registration fee 80€
Payment by bank transfer within 17/03/2024 under penalty of
cancellation of registration:
VIKING TRAINING ZEVIO ASD
BANCO BPM S.P.A. - IBAN: IT21N0503459965000000004198
Reason for payment: "Competition registration Viking:
Berserker Experience - name surname division"

At the time of registration it is possible to book lunch on the
field during the match (sandwich + drink) at the price of 5€ to
be paid at check-in

mailto:lucaburesti@gmail.com
mailto:giovanni.funcis@gmail.com
https://www.tavzevio.it/home/


Changes of division or team after 14/04/2024 will only be
permitted in exceptional and justified cases; for withdrawals
made after 14/04/2024 no refund will be granted, while for
withdrawals made from 17/03/2024 until 13/04/2024 the fee of
€25 will be retained

All shooters must be in compliance with the Italian law in force
regarding the permits to carry/transport weapons and the use
of permitted calibres. The organization of the match and the
management decline all responsibility for their non-compliance.

Ammunition NOT purchasable on the field, by the shooter (free
use of any type of ball), with the exception of those necessary
to carry out the exercise with backup gun which will be provided
by the organisation.

PCC admitted with obligation to carry in case with Flag inserted
or on trolley with Flag inserted and muzzle pointing upwards

The range is IDPA Cold Range.
180° lateral safety angles and height of the berms in elevation.

Access inside the Bay is allowed to shooters only during the
walkthrough and their shooting turn.
All those entering the shooting range must wear glasses and
hearing protection; minors accompanied by their parents.



Weapons can only be handled in the appropriate "Safe Areas"
and inside the Bays under the direct supervision of a SO,
therefore handling the weapon outside of the aforementioned
circumstances will result in immediate disqualification (DQ)
from the Match.

Muzzle out of the safety points is prohibited and will result in
disqualification (DQ) from the match.

In addition to the cases provided for by the regulation, the
accidental shots in the direction of an area where there is no
presence of CoF structures and without the presence of a
target, involves disqualification (DQ) - exemption approved by
IPOC.

AIWB HOLSTERS NOT ALLOWED (carry appendix) (Match
Administration Rules M-1.6.7)

The choice of only one sub-category is allowed (Match
Administration Rules M-5.4)

Awards according to regulations; they will begin within 1 hour of
the end of the match



FRIDAY
PRE-MATCH Staff: meeting at 10.30 am starting at 11.00 (the
Match Director reserves the right to change the start time of
the pre-match)

SATURDAY:
SINGLE ROUND: meeting at 9.30 am starting at 10.00 am

SUNDAY:
SINGLE ROUND: meeting at 9.00 am starting at 9.30 am

The event will take place in any weather condition.

The Match Director reserves the right to move the members of
the various squads to ensure fluidity of the match

TOILET SERVICES: They are present inside the shooting range
for ladies and men.
REFRESHMENT POINT: at the Club House of the clay pigeon
shooting range.


